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By Alex Shearer

Hot Key Books, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A fantastical
adventure through the world of the Cloud Hunters. In a world
where islands float above the sun and Cloud Hunters sail the
skies for water, orphans Gemma and Martin live with their 120-
year-old great, great, grand aunt Peggy and the sky-cat Botcher
on a remote rock miles from civilisation. When Peggy decides
they should visit City Island to register at school, the group
embarks on a trip that will take them through uncharted
territories, navigating a very dangerous sky. Encountering cloud
pirates, sky rats and an axe murdering motel owner, Gemma
and Martin must learn to fend for themselves, and fight for what
s right in a perilous world. In this sequel to Alex Shearer s CLOUD
HUNTERS, SKY RUN returns to a fantasy world filled with
adventure, escapism and a sense of magic at every turn.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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